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The warm weather is here. We have set our clocks one hour ahead.
The grass needs mowing. It must be spring. However, time in the
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sunscreen, and wear a hat with brims. Don’t forget sunglasses to reduce cataract risk.
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LARVAE
Rate this pruning!

Overheating can quickly develop into heat stress if we don’t pay
attention. Consider scheduling strenuous work for cooler times of the
day. Wearing lightweight, light colored clothing will help you stay
cooler. Finally, drink lots of water even if you are not thirsty.
Hydration, sunscreen, and proper precautions will ensure that as
you delve into your landscape, you will stay safe and cool.

What’s That?
Is this proper?

Professional work??

For more information contact: UF/IFAS Extension Duval County
Larry Figart lfigart@ufl.edu - (904) 255-7450

Around the Yard by Larry Figart
This winter has been a little cooler than the last few.
So as it starts warming up, there are lots of things we
can be doing to get our landscapes in great shape.
Flowers Deadhead and prune back cool season annuals to force more blooms.
Pick off old camellia blooms from plants and the
ground below to reduce the risk of camellia blight in
next year’s flowers. The same is true of azaleas once
they finish blooming.
Clean up dead leaves from cold damaged plants.
This will reduce disease later.
Divide clumps of bulbs, ornamental grasses, or herbaceous
perennials to expand or rejuvenate garden beds or to pass
along to friends.
Plants like gingers and firespike can be cut down to
the ground. Other plants like salvia, firebush and
hibiscus should be pruned back to where new buds
start to break along the stem.
Fruits and Nuts Start fertilizing blueberries using an
acid-forming fertilizer like an azalea gardenia blend.
Young plants benefit from frequent but light applications starting in Feb. or Mar. and continuing every
other month with the last application in October.
If your newly planted fruit tree has fruit on it, remove the fruit for the first year. Keeping the fruit on
will force the tree to put energy into producing fruit
and will reduce the ability of the plant to establish
new roots, and strong branches.
Trees & Shrubs Start fertilizer program for palms using a palm fertilizer. Analysis should be 8-2-12-4. 100%
of nitrogen, potassium and
magnesium (1st, 3rd and 4th
numbers) should be in slowrelease form. Apply in

March and repeat in June or July. If they are planted
in your turf and get high nitrogen turf fertilizer, add 0
-0-16 (potassium) instead at a rate of 1.5 pounds per
100 square feet.
Wait to prune spring flowering trees and shrubs until
after they have bloomed.
If fertilizer was not applied in February, apply in
March around young trees and shrubs at the rate of
1/2 pound up to 1 (if slow release) pound nitrogen
per 1,000 square feet. Broadcast over the area underneath the plant extending to the drip area. Keep fertilizer away from the base of plant stems/trunks.
Lawns This is the perfect
time to give your mower
a tune-up. A wellmaintained lawnmower
uses less gas, has cleaner
exhaust, and will last
longer.
Hand pull cool season weeds in lawns and landscapes to remove weed seeds that lay in wait for next
fall. Spot treat to manage warm season weeds. For
more information, go to https://edis.ifas.ufl.edu/
pdffiles/EP/EP14100.pdf
Rake dead grass to allow new grass to fill in. Repair
areas as needed once weather warms up.
Begin mowing lawns as they begin to grow.

Check your sprinkler
system for broken or
misaligned spray heads
then calibrate them so
you are applying the
proper amount of water.
https://gardeningsolutions.ifas.ufl.edu/care/irrigation/
calibrating-your-irrigation-system.html
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Out on a Limb by Larry Figart
It will soon be spring. How do I know? The Japanese Magnolias are in bloom. Nothing signals the
arrival of spring better than flowering trees. There
are many spring flowering trees that will soon be on
full display. Many of them are native. You may
need to look hard for some of them in nurseries, but
they are definitely worth it. They are as follows:
Red Bud trees are well known for their showy pink
blooms that appear before the leaves in the spring.
They are drought tolerant, but they look better when
they receive some irrigation in spring dry spells.
They can reach a height of 35 feet when mature and
do best in sunny spots that receive dappled shade.
The leaves of the ‘Forest Pansy’ redbud emerge purple in the spring and gradually turn greener as the
summer progresses.
Flowering dogwoods have been falling out of favor
due to their susceptibility to powdery mildew. Plant
breeders have been trying to come up with a powdery mildew resistant variety. Unfortunately, there
are not many suitable varieties for our area to choose
from. In local nurseries you may be able to find
‘Weavers White’ dogwood. This tree was developed
as having more resistance to powdery mildew than
the typical dogwood although it is not the answer
many are looking for. Dogwood prefers to grow in
filtered shade that protects it from the afternoon
sun. Dogwoods grown in full sun are susceptible to
scorch. It needs a moist well drained soil. This tree
will reach a height of 20-30 feet at maturity.
The Carolina Silverbell is a
small understory tree maturing
at 25-30 feet that is native to
the Southeastern U.S. In the
spring, dainty bell shaped
flowers appear on last year’s
Carolina Silverbell
branches. It prefers partial
shade and a well-drained moist soil. It provides some
interest in the fall with early yellow fall color.

Chickasaw Plum is a small
native tree growing to 20-25
feet at maturity. The Chickasaw plum blooms in early
spring with many fragrant small
white flowers. The tree can
produces small plums that are
used in making jelly. Wildlife
Chickasaw Plum
also enjoy eating the
fruits. Some report the branches can be thorny but
the one growing at the Duval County Extension office is free of thorns.
The Fringe tree is also called Grancy Gray-beard
and Old-man's beard because of its unusual flowers. The tree grows somewhat slowly so it is not a
tree for the impatient. It should
be planted in full sun or morning sun with late afternoon
shade. Its cousin the Chinese
Fringe tree is just as showy.
The difference is the Chinese
Chinese Fringe tree
Fringe tree flowers emerge after the leaves.
Finally, I would like to mention a
tree that most folks do not even
think of as a tree at all. Did you
know that the Loropetalum that
many of us keep as shrubs can
grow into a tree if allowed to?
Loropetalum
For a beautiful example go to the
garden in the back of the Mandarin Garden Club on
Loretto Road. It has been pruned into a beautiful
small tree.
If you enjoy spring not only for the warmer temperatures but also because of the flowers, try incorporating one or more of these trees into your landscape.
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Lawn Fertilization Answers by Larry Figart
When should I fertilize? You don’t want to fertilize
unless the turf is growing. If you apply it too early,
you are wasting money. A good way to remember is
to fertilize the lawn sometime around the date our
income taxes are due (April 15th).
What fertilizer should I use? The labeling requirements from the 2007 Urban Turf Fertilizing Rule
makes this easier. Select a fertilizer that says, “for
use on home lawns, or urban turf”. Most Florida
soils are high in phosphorus so the middle number
on the fertilizer bag should be 0, or 2. Get your soil
tested if you suspect a phosphorus deficiency.
Next, look at the nitrogen source. Find a fertilizer
that has 30% or more of the nitrogen in a controlled
release form. Other ways of saying it is “slow release”, or “polymer coated”. To calculate the percentage of slow release nitrogen in a fertilizer, take
the number listed for slow release, divide by the first
number on the fertilizer bag (total nitrogen) and multiply by 100. For example, if a 15-0-15 has 7% water insoluble nitrogen, divide 7 by 15 and multiply
by 100 to get 46.67%.
Then look at secondary plant nutrients and micronutrients. For lawns, iron and manganese are the most
important, especially in soils with a pH over 6.5.
“Weed and Feed” type fertilizers are not the best
product to apply at this time. It’s a timing issue. The
herbicide is traditionally a pre-emergence herbicide
which should have been applied earlier (mid February to March 1), when weeds were germinating, to
be effective. That is not the right time to fertilize
because lawns are dormant.

How Much Fertilizer to Purchase and Apply?
Only buy what you need for one application or at
least this growing season because fertilizers do not
store well. First, determine the overall square feet of
lawn area by dividing the lawn into rectangles.
Multiply the length by the width (60’ x 30’ = 1,800
sq. ft.) of each rectangle. For triangles use the formula area = 0.5 x base x height 0.5 x 40’ x 80’ = 1,600
sq. ft. Add these together to get the total square feet
of fertilized area.
Another option is to look at the total area of your
property. Then subtract the area for the house, deck,

driveway, sidewalks, and garden area (all nonfertilized areas) to get the total square footage.
The fertilizer bag will state how many square feet
can be covered based on the analysis. The fertilizer
label will also give you a recommended spreader
setting based on the spreader you have. This rate has
been calculated with the Florida Urban Turf Fertilizer rule in mind. Since “The Label is the Law”, you
can use less fertilizer than the bag says, but it is
against the law to use more then is stated on the label
on the fertilizer bag. Another option is to use the
University of Florida publication ‘Homeowner Best
Management Practices for the Home Lawn’ at
https://edis.ifas.ufl.edu/pdffiles/EP/EP23600.pdf.
This includes a table that gives the pounds of fertilizer to apply based on nitrogen content and square feet
of lawn area.
How often should I fertilize? One important thing
to remember is your turf does not need to be fertilized in the cooler months when it is not growing.
Applying fertilizer then only wastes money and creates nutrient runoff. How often you fertilize during
the growing season depends on the turf you are
growing and how much maintenance your turf needs.
The number of pounds nitrogen per 1000 sq. ft.
Bahiagrass

Centipede
grass

St. Augustine
grass

Zoysiagrass

1–3

0.4–2

2–4

2–3

Notice there is a range. Lower amounts of nitrogen
are for lower maintenance lawns versus larger
amounts are for a higher maintenance lawn. For
lawns that require two pounds of nitrogen per 1,000
square feet per year, the most critical application
times are mid-April (at the beginning of the growing
season) and September (going into the winter).
Are there other fertilizer tips?
Do not apply fertilizer prior to a heavy rain. Much
of the fertilizer will be lost due to runoff or leaching
if a heavy rain occurs within 8 to 12 hours of a quick
release urea application.
Lightly water-in fertilizer with one-quarter inch of
water to prevent nitrogen loss and burning the grass.
For more Florida-Friendly tips on managing lawns,
go to https://ffl.ifas.ufl.edu/about-ffl/9-principles/.
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Growing in the Garden by Beth Marlowe
Salsi-What?
Salsify (Tragopogon porrifolius) is not a sauce to eat with your tortilla chips or a new dance craze. Rather, it
is a root vegetable that looks like a white carrot with striking straight blue-green leaves. And it’s one of the
“new” vegetables we tried out in our demonstration garden this past fall and winter. Spring is the time to
harvest tender roots here in Northeast Florida, and we are just beginning to taste-test them.
Salsify is a biennial plant in the Asteraceae family related to
sunflowers and dandelions. It is native to the Mediterranean region and is generally grown for its roots, which have a
flavor typically described as mildly oyster- or asparaguslike. One of its common names is oyster plant! Salsify
plants are grown and harvested here just as carrots.

Salsify on right, growing in a raised bed next to carrots in our
Urban Demonstration Garden. Credit: Beth Marlowe

If you leave them unharvested, beautiful purple flowers on
tall stalks arrive in spring of the second year and bloom until fall. Both the leaves and flowers make beautiful ornamentals for your vegetable garden or flower border and are
edible themselves. The flowers are rich in both nectar and
pollen and attract bees.

But how does it really taste? And how should it be cooked? Young, tender roots can be
peeled and eaten raw or grated into a salad. They can be soaked in
lemon juice or water to deter discoloration. Alternatively, they can be
boiled, sautéed, mashed, added to soups, or even pureed with other
root vegetables. They are rich in vitamins and inulin, a form of fiber
known as a pre-biotic.

Salsify flower (below); Credit: Stephen Lea
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-

As for taste--I tried a couple young roots recently. The raw roots were
pleasantly crunchy with a very mild flavor. Cooked and served with a
little butter, salt and pepper, they were mild and tasty—definitely not
a strong oyster flavor. They will discolor rapidly after peeling, and that
discoloration can transfer to your hands, so place them in lemon juice
or water to prevent color change or wear gloves when peeling and
chopping.
Salsify is worth trying. It can provide a pretty new plant and flower in
your landscape, and you have a healthy “new” vegetable to add to
your rotation!
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In Focus: Tomato Talk by Beth Marlowe
Now that our soil is warming up and danger of frost
is past, we can begin planting out our spring vegetables, the favorite of which is—you guessed it—
tomatoes! Many different kinds of tomatoes can be
grown in Northeast Florida, and like most vegetables
they thrive in well-drained, fertile soil and 6-8 hours
of sun per day. But there are a few keys you need to
know to achieve your tomato-growing goals most
successfully.
Key #1: Know what kind of tomato you have
space for.
One of the main distinctions in tomato cultivars is
growth habit. There are generally two, with a third
twist. Indeterminate tomatoes continue growing
and producing fruit as long as its environmental conditions and health allow. These are the ones that can
be quite large and must be staked or caged. Determinate tomatoes are a relatively recent development
and have a genetically driven endpoint at which
growth stops and the plant’s entire crop is produced,
after which, the plant dies. Newest of all are dwarf
tomatoes, which are typically indeterminates, but
whose stems grow at a slower rate, resulting in
plants that are smaller than traditional indeterminates. Even though the plants are smaller, they can
still produce large tomatoes and continue growing
throughout the season. Both determinate and dwarf
tomatoes are good candidates for containers or small
spaces like patios and balconies. Plant them in containers at least 5 gallons in size.
Key #2: Tomatoes are mostly a spring crop here,
not a summer one.
We plant out tomatoes in March after threat of frost
is over and cultivate them to produce fruit before our
days and nights become too hot for the plants to efAdditional Resources
Gardening Solutions: Tomatoes
Tomato Varieties for Florida (Chart)
Tomato Varieties for Florida (Document)
Florida Vegetable Gardening Guide
Insect Management for Tomatoes, Peppers and Eggplants
Tomato Disease Management

fectively set fruit. Large-fruited varieties like slices
and beefsteaks typically stop producing, so it pays to
look for early varieties of these. Exceptions are
cherry, grape and currant tomatoes. Many of these
will continue to produce flowers and fruits through
the heat of summer. They do run into more insects
and diseases during the summer months, which can
also limit their health and production.
Key #3: Planting tomatoes deep creates a stronger root system.

Tomato stems will
produce roots when
they are buried in
the soil, and this
helps the plants anchor more firmly
and reach more water and nutrients,
which lead to a
healthier plant and
better production. If
you buy a transplant, you can lay the root ball and stem in the soil,
staking up only the last few inches.
Key #4: Understand reproductive terminology.
If you want to save seeds from your crop for next
year, you will need an open-pollinated variety.
These varieties will “come true,” meaning a seed
saved and planted the next year will reliably produce
the same kind of tomato. Heirlooms are openpollinated cultivars that have been in cultivation for
a long time, typically defined as 50-75 years. So, all
heirlooms are open-pollinated, but not all openpollinated plants are heirlooms. Hybrids, in contrast, are typically produced by seed companies.
They are the first generation descendant of a cross,
and they will not produce the same kind of tomato if
saved seeds are planted in a subsequent year. Finally, tomatoes are largely self-pollinated, which
means they don’t need wind or bees to pollinate
them. Bees can visit their flowers and may cross
pollinate, but they are not necessary for a crop.
Of course this is not everything you need to know, so
for more details, see the additional resources listed to
the left. Happy growing!
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Upcoming March/April Classes

What to Plant

March & April
Annuals - warm-season
annuals such as angelonia,
wax begonia, and zinnia.
April: new Coleus varieties

For all classes call 255-7450 to register and pre-pay
Mar.18, 10:30 a.m.-12:00 p.m. Growing Vegetables in Containers.
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/growing-vegetables-in-containers-tickets-142568140145
Mar. 27, 10:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m. So You Want to Start a Community Garden?
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/so-you-want-to-start-a-community-garden-tickets142896598573?aff=ebdssbonlinesearch

Bulbs - dahlia, canna, and
gloriosa. April: consider
blood lily, caladium, Louisiana iris

Mar. 30, 10:00 a.m.-11:00 a.m. Low Impact Gardening.
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/low-impact-gardening-tickets-141153013463?
aff=ebdssbonlinesearch

Vegetables - Transplant
tomatoes, peppers, eggplants; Direct seed beans,
corn, cucumbers, squash,
okra; peas, watermelons
and radishes

April 10, 9:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m. Urban Demonstration Garden Open House.
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/urban-demonstration-garden-open-house-tickets144213234667 (In-person outdoors)

Herbs - ginger, turmeric,
basil, mint, thyme, sage

Keep your eyes out for
pests, populations will start
to build rapidly! Don’t forget to put in some floral
nectar sources to encourage
the beneficial insects!

April 7, 10:00 a.m.-11:00 a.m. Landscape Home Run, the Fl. Friendly Principals.
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/landscape-home-rungames-about-to-begin-tickets143121427041?aff=ebdssbonlinesearch

April 15, 10:30 a.m.-12:00 p.m. Common Vegetable Insect Pests and Integrated
Pest Management. https://www.eventbrite.com/e/common-vegetable-insect-pestsintegrated-pest-management-tickets-144229232517
April 16, 12:15 p.m. - 1:00 p.m. April Backyard Hen Seminar.
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/april-lunchtime-duval-county-backyard-hen-trainingtickets-145913628591 - Online, $5.00
April 19, 10:00 a.m.-11:00 a.m. Converting your yard to Florida Friendly Yard...3
Phases, 7 Steps. https://www.eventbrite.com/e/converting-your-yard-to-floridafriendly-yard3-phases-7-steps-tickets-144028987579?aff=ebdssbonlinesearch
April 22, 10:30 a.m.-12:00 p.m. “Greener” Vegetable Gardening. https://
www.eventbrite.com/e/greener-vegetable-gardening-tickets-144237346787

What’s That? Answer!
The three pruning examples of over lifting or over thinning on the
front are examples of lions tailing. It leaves live branches only at the
tips of the canopy. This pruning is done with the thought of opening
up the canopy so wind blows through it. It actually makes the tree
less wind tolerant by putting all the weight on the ends of the branches. Tremendous numbers of sprouts often result from this type of tree
mutilation. Leaving interior branches is important for a number of
reasons that you can read about below:
Further Reading: https://blogs.ifas.ufl.edu/orangeco/2018/10/10/
pruning-your-mature-trees-no-lion-tailing/

After Appropriate Thinning: Little has
changed on the interior of the canopy because few branches were removed from
there.
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